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Technical characteristics 
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Technical specifications 
Android v2.1 level 7 and superior 
Full SIP compatibility 
DTMF (SIP-info and RFC2833) 
Codec G711 A and U 
Codec G729 
Codec iLBC 
SIP/TCP transport 
Wide compatibility with service providers  
High audio quality 
 

Softphone functionalities 
Multi profiles 
Multi lines 
Call history 
Personal/Business contacts 
SMS messages 
Voice mail (MWI) 
Direct dial for messaging 
Transfers (supervized or not) 
Simplified configuration 
 

Advanced functionalities 
Exploration on wifi network for calls/SMS 
(no server) 
Demonstration profile 
Free calls between WiZiN users (server) 
Encrypted calls 
Multi groups conferencing 
M2Msoft support email/phone 
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M2Msoft is offering its own SIP 
softphone (basic and pro versions). 
Interoperable with all the SIP servers, 
WiZiN is also compatible with the 
majority of service providers. 
Its deployment is guarranted for 
smartphones and pc tablets, on Android 
v2.1 Level 7 and superior. 
 
  

Telephone  functionalities 

Contacts 

SMS function 

Exploration on wifi 
The WiZiN SIP softphone is ensuring an 
intuitive and advanced use, offering the 
same functionalities as an office phone. 
The user can transfer calls (multi lines 
and multi profiles offered in the basic 
version), forward them or make 
conferences. 
  

The WiZiN SIP softphone has the 
particularity of being a 
conferencing bridge on its own, 
locally and on a mobile way (8 
lines offered on the pro version). 
During the conference call, the 
adding and the deleting of 
participant are intuitive. 

Mobile conferencing bridge 

WiZiN handles the SMS 
function on its basic and pro 
versions with the directory/ 
historical/exploration 
integration allowing the 
sending and the receiving of 
SMS messages on SIP. 

The WiZiN  SIP 
softphone integrates 
personal contacts 
and the business 
directory 
simultaneously. 

Voice messaging 

c 

Missed calls and voice 
messages are immediately 
notified to the user (MWI). 
The access to the messaging 
server is done via a direct 
dial. 

WiZiN is offering the unique 
opportunity of establishing calls 
without servers via its exploration 
function on the wifi network. Enjoy 
an unlimited discovery on the pro 
version. 

Simplified configuration 

Straight after the installation of 
WiZiN on your device, a 
demonstration profile is generated. 
An unique number is given, 
enabling free calls between WiZiNs 
via the M2Msoft server. 
Through this server, calls are 
unlimited on the pro version and 
limited to 60 seconds per call on the 
basic version. 

Advanced functions 

• Advanced audio compression  
• Encryption 
 

WiZiN is using an 
encryption module 
developed by Octip*, a 
M2Msoft partner, 
ensuring security and 
confidentiality at a 
really high level. 
 

*contact@octip.fr  


